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MailCall News 

 

The account in this MailCall (#2221) called the fight for Col de Braus is the best summary I have read 
about this full Combat Team attack.  It may be hard for some who did not go through it to follow and the 
Third Battalion was already in firm control of Col de Braus and Ridge X before the attack began.  What 
we had to get rid of in that attack were the German company that kept retaking Hill 1098, which we 
called Lissner's hill, and the German company that occupied the break in our lines between G and H 
Companies on Ridge X and I Company occupying Mt. Scandeous.  Here is where Joe McGeever was 
killed leading Reed Terrill's platoon in the aborted attack from Scandeous to link up with Ridge X.  The 
Second Battalion's problem with taking Hill 1098 so many times was that after driving the Germans off 
the hill, the enormous guns in the French forts would open up and drive the 2nd Battalion men off the 
hill.  The reason the Germans could do this was that they had an artillery observation post behind Mt. 
Scandeous that had an excellent view of Hill 1098.  This German OP was one of the primary objectives 
of the attack.  Red Meline of my S-2 section and some I Company men wiped out the OP so that when 
Jonnie Lissner took Hill 1098 again he held it against a counter attack and never gave it up again.   
 
The elimination and capture of the company holding the ground between Ridge X and Scandeous is 
clearly covered.  I could add one detail; the guy who went down the hill with some of his clothes burned 
off was the German first sergeant whose hind end was showing and the seat of his pants the victim of a 
G Company white phosphorous grenade. 
 
This was our last big attack in Southern France.  The entire Combat Team was galvanized by the loss of 
McGeever and every man in the Combat Team participated in it with great planning and vigor.  The 
huge Naval guns down in the Mediterranean were great in softening up the enemy positions.  This 
attack cleared the way for inducing the Germans to pull out of Sospel and back into Italy. 
 
Again I say that someone did a good job of putting it all together. 
 
Highest Airborne regards,  Howard Hensleigh  
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Subject: Michael Sura  
 
Bob, the last mail call was terrific and I want to thank you for the great content.  I was wondering if the 
morning reports are done now?  I wanted to know how to access them as I wanted to find the one that 
showed my dad being wounded and taken off the field in Bergstein, Germany.  Thanks for you 
dedication to this website and the memories of our fathers who served in Company H 3 Battalion. 
 
Sincerely 
 
Dennis Sura

 
 
Hi Dennis, 
 
I haven’t put all the morning reports on the web site.  I have started to do that a couple of times, but it is 
a lot of work to set up.  And most of the scanned files are very large files.   For the amount of times 
someone is looking for information, it is easier for me to do the research myself.  Mike Wells spend a lot 
of time indexing the reports into a spreadsheet that I can search those quickly and then go find the 
scanned copy of the individual company and date.  (We do not have all the Companies nor all the 
dates). 
 
But I do have most of H Company.  I see 3 records for Michael Sura: 
 
29-Sep-44 - 1 mile NE of Peira Cava, France,  rd to gr of Pvt 
30-Jan-45 - Stavelot, Belgium  718.009, promoted to Cpl as of 22 Jan 45 
08-Feb-45 - Vergstein, Germany  324-077, fr duty to abs sk hosp BC LWA as of 7 Feb 45.  basic status 
changed fr asgd to atchd unasgd as of 7 Feb 45. 
 
Attached are the morning reports for 08-Feb-45. 
 
Bob B. 
 
[That was a rough couple of days for H Company.  On Feb 8th alone there were 5 MIA, 17 LWA, 1 LIA, 1 
AWOL, and 8 LDNBC.  The company was relieved the next day.] 

 

Dad had a hard time holding rank.  He never thought he would survive the 
war and lived everyday over there like it was his last.  His best friends were 
Monkhouse, Seeberger and Huggler.  I believe they are caught it in the 
minefield together.  At the reunion in Atlanta I called Huggler in Alpina, MI 
and he was still alive.  Thanks so much for what you do.  We spend time in 
Sterling, MA and maybe I will see if we can hook sometime. 
 
Best Airborne Regards 
 
Dennis Sura son of a Buzzard  

Richard Huggler (middle), 
Mike Sura (right)  
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Note to Anne Justice:  As Bob properly pointed out, the 517th Parachute Regimental Combat Team was 
composed of the 517th Parachute Infantry Regiment, the 460th Parachute Field Artillery Battalion and 
the 596th Parachute Engineer Company. 
 
Importantly, all the things you say about the misidentified unit apply to the 509th Parachute 
Battalion.  They were the first to jump in combat in North Africa and did heavy fighting in Italy before the 
S. France jump, which they made with us and later were virtually wiped out in the Battle of the Bulge.   
 
Howard Hensleigh 

 
From Wikipedia: 

World War II 

The 509th carried out the first US combat drop during the invasion of North Africa. The transport 

planes flew all the way from English airfields to the African coast. This first operation was 

unsuccessful, with 7 of its 39 C-47s widely scattered. Only 10 aircraft actually dropped their 

troops, while the others unloaded after 28 troop carriers, nearly out of fuel, landed on the Sebkra 

d'Oran, a dry lake near their target. The 509th marched overland to occupy its objective, and on 15 

November, 300 paratroopers successfully dropped on the Youks-les-Bains Airfield. 

Forty-six Paratroopers from the 509th participated in the liberation of Ventotene, a small Italian 

island, on 9 September 1943. The German commander was tricked into surrendering to the weaker 

American force before realizing his mistake. An account of this is given in John Steinbeck's "Once 

There Was a War." 

Later, the 509th saw two more combat jumps in Italy and Southern France. After landing, they 

were often used as elite mountain infantry in the Italian mountains and French Alps. Paul B. Huff, 

a member of the 509th, was the first American Paratrooper awarded the Medal of Honor on 29 

February 1944 for action at Anzio, Italy. 

During the Battle of the Bulge, the 509th fought in Belgium to blunt the German attack. An 

account of this battle is described in the book "Bloody Clash at Sadzot." The war ended for the 

509th at the end of January 1945 near St. Vith, Belgium, with only about 50 remaining 

unwounded of the original 700 who entered the battle. At this time, the 509th was disbanded, and 

the men left were used as replacements for the U.S. 82d Airborne Division. 

 

From Gilles G:   

The Army of Shadows - a good old French war movie about the resistance with English subs 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oxM5HWYMa5Q 
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Mimsey, 
 
I hear that you might be visiting Belgium during your trip to Europe.  I am still trying to figure out a more exact 
location of where Bill Boyle’s was wounded.  The best info is in Paratrooper’s Odyssey, and it says that he was in 
Bergeval, then: 

Regiment urged Colonel Boyle to move to the high ground overlooking Bergeval, telling him that 

the 551st and 2/517 were already there. Despite this pressure Boyle decided to wait for darkness 

to make the move. 

A broad stretch of open ground lay between Bergeval and the ridge. Moving across open ground 

in daylight had proven disastrous in too many recent instances.  

…  

With A and C Companies in position, Colonel Boyle decided to return to Bergeval to coordinate 

efforts to find the 551st. With Intelligence NCO Bob Steele and two others he moved down the 

hill. As they reached level ground and headed for Bergeval they were challenged in German and 

dove for the ground. A burst of automatic fire ripped into the group from a few feet away. Colonel 

Boyle was hit three times. A few seconds later a tremendous racket of fire broke out to the 

northeast, in the direction of C Company. 

So we know that he moved down from a ridge overlooking Bergeval onto a stretch of open ground.  And that C 
Company was to his northeast.  If you look at the map on page 135 of Paratroopers’ Odyssey, my best guess is 
that he would be east of Bergeval, on level ground at the bottom of a hill, moving off the hills from east to west, 
somewhere in a triangle between A Company, C Company and Bergeval on the map. 
Here is a map of that are today, which doesn’t look very much changed.  The hills are the forest-covered areas 
east of Bergeval, and 
the level ground is 
where the fields are 
clear. 
 
Hope that helps. 
 
PS:  Ben was 
wounded with H 
Company, on the 
other side of 
Bergeval, near Maria 
Gaspar’s house, just 
north of the “B” in 
Bergival on the map. 
 
Bob B. 
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517
th

 History – D plus One 
 

This photo was recently posted on 
https://www.facebook.com/FirstAirborneTaskForceTheForgottenFront 

 

A gang from 1/517 Heavy Mortar Platoon on Roque Rousse near Les Arcs. 

From Paratroopers’ Odyssey: 

Les Arcs is at the intersection of Highway N7 and a road from Trans to Vidauban. Just south of Les Arcs a railroad 

runs parallel to and north of N7, crossing to the south of the highway at an overpass a mile and a half east of town. 

Most of the built-up area is along the north-south road above the railroad. At the southern edge of the built-up area 

Major Boyle and his men had held off the Germans throughout D-Day. 

 On D plus 1 the 2nd Battalion had a dual mission: to relieve Captain Fraser's reserve on the original 3rd Battalion 

objective, and to extricate Major Boyle and his men from Les Arcs. 

At about 0900 two platoons of D Company under Lieutenant Carl Starkey entered Les Arcs from the north. The 

2nd Platoon moved to the south edge of town, contacted some of Boyle's men, and set up a defense a few hundred 

yards from the railroad station. Jim Witt's 1st Platoon moved through the western part of the village. 

Continuing south, they encountered enemy. After a fire fight in which Witt and another man were wounded, the 

platoon fell back into the western edge of town. 

Skirmishing continued though out the day. German efforts to concentrate were broken up by small arms and 

mortar fire, 4.2" concentrations, and P-51's dropping 500-pounders along the railroad. Eight or ten D Company 

men were wounded. With the help of a French doctor and German prisoners serving as orderlies, an Aid Station 

was set up in a local hotel. In mid-afternoon F Company arrived, taking position in the north of the village facing 

west, and Major Boyle's force withdrew to Ste Roseline. 
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Confronted with the arrival of American reinforcements, the Germans began to shift towards the vineyards and 

railroad overpass on the east. 

 

The 1st Battalion (less Boyle's group and the Regimental reserve) had been occupying its objective area since 1130 

on D-Day. The Battalion was split into two groups, the largest on a steep bluff named "Roque Rousse" 

overlooking the vineyards and overpass east of Les Arcs. The smaller group, about half of B Company, was astride 

N7 a half-mile north. From Roque Rousse observation was excellent over most of the 517th area, particularly to 

the east of Les Arcs. 

Soon after the 2nd Battalion arrived in Les Arcs, German infiltration into the vineyard east of the village became 

noticeable from Roque Rousse. The enemy came individually and in small groups. By late afternoon it was 

estimated that several hundred Germans had closed in the locality. The 460th Artillery and the Battalion's 81mm 

mortars fired several concentrations into the vineyards. Although the infiltration was checked temporarily, the 

build-up continued. 

At 1400 a motorized patrol from the 45th Division appeared at the B Company roadblock.*  The recon men 

wanted to know if the overpass a half-mile west was prepared for demolition. Sergeant Montgomery volunteered 

to find out, and, moved down the railroad track with his squad. Just short of the overpass they came under machine 

gun fire. Montgomery and two others were killed. Four were pinned down and unable to move, and one made it 

back to the roadblock. Whether the overpass was prepared for demolition was still unknown, but it was certain that 

it had just been taken over by the Germans. 

*  This was the first contact made by the 517th with the seaborne forces. 

The enemy then launched a probing attack against the B Company road block. After an inconclusive fire fight they 

were driven back, leaving behind three prisoners. 

At noon the Germans began a systematic shelling of the American positions on the Ste Roseline hill mass. Most of 

the shells were ordinary-size mortar and artillery; but at about 1300 one or more guns of extremely large caliber 

joined in. As each round struck it shook the earth. Ground tremors could be felt at Roque Rousse, over two miles 

away. The noise, blast, and detonating power of these shells was tremendous.** In the course of the afternoon 

thirty to forty of these shells came in on the 1st and 2nd Battalion elements west of Ste Roseline. Two men were 

killed and over twenty-five wounded. It was apparent that the shelling was intended to cover the German assembly 

in the vineyard east of Les Arcs. 

**  It is the author's opinion that this fire came from the 340mm Naval guns at Cape Cepet near Toulon, 30 miles 

away, and was intended to support a German attack from Les Arcs to Le Muy. 

The German infiltration into the vineyard had also been noted by observers on the Ste Roseline hill mass, and was 

becoming a very serious concern to Colonel Graves. 

A 'spoiling' attack, to hit the enemy when they are assembling for an attack and unprepared for defense, is every 

tactician's dream. A perfect opportunity for such an attack was developing. 
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 Administrivia 
 

 If you miss any MailCalls, they are all available online at http://www.517prct.org/mailcall/ 

 At any time, if you want to be added or removed from the MailCall list, just let me know, or just click on the 
unsubscribe link on the email. 

 Send any news, stories, or feedback to: MailCall@517prct.org 

 If you send me email that you do not want included in MailCall, just label it as FYEO. 

 I now understand how Ben could get confused about what he already posted and what he didn’t. If I miss 
something, please just send it again. 

 Donations for any programs involving the 517th should be sent to our new Association Treasurer:  Identify the 
purpose of any donation (Annual Donations, In Memory of… etc.) and make all checks payable to: 

 

517 PRCT Association, Inc. 
c/o Miriam Boyle Kelly   
19 Oriole Court   
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866 

 
 

 
 
 

Army Life, as told by PFC William B. Houston (Part 10) 

 
Another chapter from William Houston’s biography is on the following pages.   
 
This chapter covers “England”.   
 
Next week:  “Occupation” 
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